Pillsbury Blockchain - A ledger you can trust!

Industry Recognition

- Named as one of the top 10 most innovative law firms in North America for our blockchain industry work
- Recognized with the “Innovation in Changing and Influencing Regulation” Award
- Penned three of JD Supra’s most-read articles of 2017 regarding Blockchains, Smart Contracts and Real Estate
- On the forefront of analyzing and executing initial coin offerings in a manner intended to comply with U.S. and non-U.S. securities laws
- Testified to subcommittees of the Senate Banking Committee regarding regulatory implications of Bitcoin

Helped to establish the Delaware Blockchain Initiative

- Aided in the defense of state cease and desist letters and enforcement actions
- Counseled some of the very first virtual currency-related companies on how federal and state financial regulations apply
- Possess long-standing IP expertise in blockchain technology
- Interacted with, and navigating the regulations and guidance imposed by, the OCC, CFTC, CFPB, FDIC and FFIEC
- Advised some of the leading players in the distributed ledger sector in structuring first-in-kind counterparty relationships with leading financial institutions seeking to adopt distributed ledger solutions
- Reviewed anti-money laundering policies for cryptocurrency exchangers
- Counseled some of the very first virtual currency-related companies on how federal and state financial regulations apply
- Testified to subcommittees of the Senate Banking Committee regarding regulatory implications of Bitcoin
Our patent prosecution team has filed more than 70 blockchain patents.

Firm member of the Digital Currency & Ledger Defense Coalition

Prepared BitLicense applications in concert with nationwide state money transmission licensing rollouts

Firm member of the Accord Project

Advised regulators on development of official guidance on their money transmission rules

Helped set industry standards with federal and state regulators

Asked by banks to review new bitcoin client accounts

Advised regulators on development of official guidance on their money transmission rules

Our team has obtained nearly 15 blockchain patents for clients in the cybersecurity, software and data marketplace industries.

Advise on the tax treatment of digital currency investment, mining and income structures

Advise on global coin exchanges, blockchain FinTech and ICO companies